Accounting & Financial Management Group

2013-2014

- 2nd October Internal: Alex and Aditi Internal 1-3pm Title: TBC G93
- 23rd October Vicky Kiosse Exeter 4-6 pm Title: 'Does management discussion of pro forma earnings in press releases and conference calls influence street earnings exclusions?' G94
- 20th November Prof Elisabeth Dedman Nottingham 4-6 pm Title: The Value Relevance and Information Content of Cash and Stock Dividends in China. G94
- 29th January Ingmar Nolte Lancaster 4-6 pm Title: TBC G 50
- 12th February Internal: Annita and Simon Internal 1-3pm Title: TBC G 50
- 5th March, 4.30-6.00pm, G50: Dr Christina Dargenidou, Exeter. Title: 'Informed trading and price discovery: Evidence from the PEAD anomaly in the UK'
- 12th March, 4.00-6.00pm, G50: Jenny Chu, Cambridge. Title: TBC

Human Research Management Group

- 2 October, 12.30 to 2.00, Seminar room TBC
  Professor Alan Felstead, Cardiff University.
  'What has happened to the survivors of the recession? Job skills, work intensity, and fear at work – some findings from the Skills and Employment Survey 2012'
- 20 November, 12.30 to 2.00 Seminar room 1.12
  Dr Alex Bryson, NIESR
  'What has happened to performance pay in recession?'
- 24 January, 12.30 to 2.00. Seminar room 1.68
  Dr Anna Mori, University of Milan ‘Who is afraid of controls and penalties? An evaluation of the effects to reform sick pay in the Italian public sector.’
- 26 March, 4.30 to 6.00 Seminar room G 50
  Professor Paul Willman, LSE
  'Title TBC'

International Business & Comparative Management Group

- October 9th 2-3pm The Impact of HCI Design on Health Behavior: The case for Visual, Ineteractive, Personalized-content (VIP) Feedback. G94
- 27th November 12.30 - 2pm Dr Dionysia Katelouzou (Kings College Law Department) “Shareholder Protection and Hedge Fund Activism: An Empirical Analysis Across 25 Countries”. G50
- 12 February, 1.00 to 2.30.Seminar room G94
  Professors Ulf Larsson Olaison and Karin Jonnergard, Linnaeus University, Sweden
  ‘Winding road to shareholder value - norms and add-on norms among Swedish directors 1994-2009’
- 26 March, 12.30 to 2.00 Seminar room G50
  Professor P M Rao, Long Island University, US
  'Intra-MNE Trade in Services'

Marketing Group

The Marketing Group work closely with Birkbeck College and have a series of shared Seminars

- October 2, 2013 Professor Adamantios Diamantopoulos, University of Veinna
  Implications of Formative Measurement for Theory Testing: Some Caveats for Researchers 17:00 King’s College London, G.94
- November 13, 2013 Associate Professor Andreas Eisingerich, Imperial College
  “The Role of Customer Participation and WOM in Tying in Customers More Closely to a Firm” 17:00 Birkbeck
- November 20, 2103 Prof Leyland Pitt, Simon Fraser University, Canada. Its a Secret: Marketing and the Value of Secrets?. KCL G.50 17.00
- March 5, 2014 Professor Rajesh Chandy, London Business School 17:00 King’s College London, G.94
Public Services Management & Economics Group

- October 8th, 12-1pm, Siklos, P., (Wilfrid Laurier University), "Markov switching approach to herding", room G93
- October, 24th, A. Ferrero (Oxford), , 12-1pm, title: Can Structural Reforms help Europe?, room: 1.20
- November, 21st, C. Green (Lancaster), 12-1pm, title: "Play Hard, Shirk Hard? The Effect of Bar Hours Regulation on Worker Absence ", room: G50
- December, 12th, Sarah Brown (Sheffield), "Saving Behaviour from Childhood to Early Adulthood: Analysis of British Panel Data", 12-1pm, room: G50
- January 16th, 12-1, Prof. George Bratsiotis (Manchester), "Financial Regulation, Credit and Liquidity Policy and the Business Cycle", room G50
- February, 13th 12-1, Dr Laure de Preux (Imperial), "The Role of Parenting on Child Health", room: G50
- February 27th, 12-1, Dr Maija Halonen-Akatwijuka (Bristol & CMPO) 'Competition, Equity and Quality in Health Care' Room G50
- March 6th, 12-1, Dr Rachael Addicott (King's Fund), 'Evaluating the Care Quality Commission's acute hospital regulatory model', room: G50
- March 20th, 12-1, Prof. Amy Schwartz (NYU), "The Impact of Summer Employment on Academic Performance", room G50
- May 14th, 12-1, Prof. G. Tridimas, (Univ. of Ulster), ' Revolution or Compromise. A political economy examination of the choice between republic and constitutional monarchy', room: G94
- May 28th, Prof. Braithwaite (UNSW Sydney), 4.15-5.30 'Resilient healthcare:re-energising the patient safety agenda', FWB Room 1.11
  - June 12th, 12-1, Dr Nicholas Vasilakos, "Regulating electricity storage", room G50

Work, Interaction and Technology Research Group

- November 27th 12 - 5.30pm Colloquium: Using video in the social sciences to inform knowledge exchange and enable new forms of engagement with professional practice. National Liberal Club, London
- Remaining WIT Seminars for 2013/4 - TBC